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            Language Arts

Phonics:
Continue to encourage your child to use 
strategies such as finger spelling and word 
clipping to help read words with the 
consonant - vowel- consonant ( CVC) 
pattern.

Sight Words:
Each week, new sight words are 
introduced in the classroom. We use a 
variety of multi-sensory approaches to 
practice these words, as they do not follow 
traditional phonemic patterns. We 
encourage you to use creative materials to 
practice these ways. Use play-doh, shaving 
cream, or beads to have your child practice 
making and reading these words. Please 
refer to our initial sight word letter sent 
home in September for more creative ways 
to practice these words!

Reading Workshop:
In October, our first grade students will 
continue to build their reading stamina by 
increasing the amount of independent 
reading time each day. Your child will be 
introduced to beneficial  reading habits. 
Please see the information on the back for 
examples of habits being taught this 
month.

Writing Workshop:
Similar to Reading Workshop, your child  is 
building their writing stamina each day. We 
are focusing on “small moments,” which 
allows the children to recall personal 
experiences and share them through 
writing. At home, we encourage you to 
discuss “small moments” with your child to 
help them  develop ideas in the classroom. 
Please see the information on the back for 
examples.

Math
This month, we will be wrapping up our chapter on 

addition and moving on to chapter two which  focuses on 
subtraction. Encourage your child to show their work by 
representing addition and subtraction equations using 

pictures as shown below. 

Thank you for taking the time to look over our 
second monthly newsletter. You will find 
information about curriculum topics we will 
be learning this month, as well as suggested 
ways to help your child at home. We 
appreciate your continued support!

Science, Social Studies & Health

Science:
We are continuing to learn about engineers and the process 
they use to investigate and explore the world.  The use of 
technology is also discussed in this unit. Students will learn 
that technology does  not necessarily need to be electronic 
and how everyday items such as backpacks, lunchboxes, 
and small kitchen tools are examples of technology, too.  At 
home, we encourage you to ask children to identify different 
types of technology and discuss what types of problems 
these tools solve. 

Examples: 
    A refrigerator helps solve the problem of food spoiling.
    A  washing machine helps clean clothes.
    A paper clip helps hold items together. 

Social Studies and Health:
Our classes are practicing the concept of “Whole Body 
Listening.” This type of listening reminds students to use all 
parts of their body to be an attentive listener. This helps  to 
promote communication skills during class discussions. 



 
Reading Workshop: Good Habits 

 

 
Writing Workshop: What is a small moment? 
 

Example of a small moment: 




